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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we obtain a new formula for hypergeometric series of two variables. 
The result is general in character and includes aa particular cases results given earlier 
by KARLSSON [S] and MINTON [7]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Professor CAR~Z [2-41, SHARMA [8-121, SEARNA and ABIODUN [13] 
have obtained various formube for hypergeometric functions of two 
vsxiiables. We prove a typical formula for double series by the use of 
the Laplace transform and the inverse Laplace transform. The formula 
obts,ined in this paper inco*ors,tes as a special case the results of 
KARLSSON [6] and MINTON [7]. 
The following notation due to CHAUNDY [5] will be used to represent 
the hypergeometric function of higher order and of two vaxkbles 
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whefe (up) ml [(ap)]m+n will mean the sequence al, . . . , up and the product 
(a~)~+~ . . . &Jrn+sl respectively. 
2. The main formula, to be proved is 
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(6) 
p+r<l+q+h, and p+s<l+q+t and the series on the right side has 
a meaning. 
PROOF. To prove (2) we start with the elementary identity 
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(8) Suggests the existence of the more general result 
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We deduce (9) by the method of finite mathematical induction by using 
the Laplaoe transform and the inverse Laplaoe transform. Indeed the 
formula holds for r = s = h = t = q = 0 and p = 1 by virtue of (8). Assuming, 
therefore, that it remains true for some values of T, s, h, t, q and p, then 
replace x, y by xz, yx respectively on both sides, multiply by &+1-l 
and take the Laplace transform with respect to “x”. Then using the 
result 
(10) F[z] = r e-t P-1 dt, 
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we find that the r, is replaced by b+ 11. This completes the induction 
with respect to p. To effect the induction with respect to p replace x, y 
by x/z, y/z respectively on both sides, multiply by z-%+1 and take the 
inverse Laplace transform with respect to “z” and then using the result 
(11) 
1 - = 2. c+;” 
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et t-2 dt, 
we find that p is replaced by [CJ+ 11. This completes the induction with 
respect to q. Similarly the induction with respect to r, s, h and t can be 
effected. Thus the proof of (9) by induction is complete. 
In particular if we take ,8 = v in (9), it gives 
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(12) can itself be applied to each member of its right hand side if 
&s =/?s +&J, etc. It is easily seen that the general result (2) is obtained 
in this way. This completes the proof of (2). 
3. PARTICULAR CASES 
We shall mention some interesting particular cases of (2). 
(a) In case Ai=mi, . . . . A, = m, and x = 0 in (2), it reduces to a known 
result due to KARLSSON [6, p. 270, (l)]. 
(b) If we take &=rnl, . . . . &=m,, r=s= 1, ~=n+l, h=O, t=O, x=y=l 
and using the result due to A~PELL and KAMP~ DE FI&IET [l, p. 22, 
equation (4)] 
(13) F[a; ,4 y; 6; 1, II= 
r(6)r(8-&-/?--~) 
r(6-a)r(8-/3-y)’ 
valid for R(6 -LX - p - y) > 0, in (2), we get a new summation theorem 
for double series 
p 
(14) 
valid for R(--a)>ml+mz+...+m,-1. 
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If y = 0 or ,g = 0 in (14), it reduces to a known result due to MINTON 
[7, p. 1376, equation (12)]. 
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